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FROM SENSING TO MAKING SENSE

Field-forward Threat Sensing Through Raw Nanopore Electrical Signal: A
Case Study In Arthropod-borne Pathogen Detection On Saint Catherines
Island

Joseph Russell MRIGlobal       Alan Shteyman MRIGlobal       Colin Price MRIGlobal

The ability to field genome-sensing technologies in distributed, austere locations changes the nature of the warfighter's relationship with extant
biological information present in the battlespace. Determining the presence of active pathogens (naturally-occurring or synthetic/weaponized) is a
key advantage for force-protection. Accessing direct sequence-level information, as opposed to indirect detection of sequence-level signatures via
amplification technologies (e.g., PCR), confers distinct intelligence benefits. These benefits are most acutely realized when the active biological
threat is an unknown, emergent entity without any comparable reference in genome repositories. Synthetically-engineered chimeric biothreats are
poised to become a ubiquitous element on the future battlefield, underscoring the limitations to pre-designed assay technology and the need for
direct sequence-level data sensing. Currently, nanopore-based sequencing platforms are the most developed technologies that could meet this
need in a tactical environment. However, the maturity of these platforms for the rigors of tactical scenarios are still evolving to the required levels.
Here, we field-test Oxford Nanopore's MinION sequencing device, embedded in a ruggedized tactical laboratory platform (Mercury Lab), for the
purposes of un-biased sequence-level surveillance and detection of pathogen signatures directly on site, from arthropod samples found in the
testing environment. The field site -- St. Catherines Island -- is a barrier island off the coast of the U.S. state of Georgia, 30 miles south of Savannah.
The island is home to the only free-ranging troops of ring-tailed lemurs outside of Madagascar, making the island a unique environment to surveil
for arthropod-borne pathogens of human concern since non-human primates are embedded in the ecosystem. We collected mosquito and tick
samples, in addition to lemur serum and whole blood from several potential rodent reservoirs. Arthropod samples were processed for nucleic acid
extraction and sequencing library preparation in the field on Mercury Lab, and the samples were sequenced in the field on the MinION device.
Instead of converting the raw electrical signal to nucleotide sequences, we leveraged existing open-source algorithms designed to search for
sequences-of-interest directly from the raw electrical signal. We report on the utility of this approach, gained advantages in operational time and
SWAP requirements, and detection results compared to base-called data. We comment on current gaps and proposed approaches for moving
these technologies closer to the tactical reality and rigors of battlefield-like environments.
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